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Abstract—Development of Web 2.0 enabled users to share
information online, which results into an exponential growth of
world wide web data. This leads to the so-called information
overload problem. Recommender Systems (RS) are intelligent
systems, helping on-line users to overcome information overload
by providing customized recommendations on various items. In
real world, people are willing to take advice and recommendation
from their trustworthy friends only. Trust plays a key role in
the decision-making process of a person. Incorporation of trust
information in RS, results in a new class of recommender systems
called trust aware recommender systems (TARS). This paper
presents a survey on various implicit trust generation techniques
in context of TARS. We have analyzed eight different implicit
trust metrics, with respect to various properties of trust proposed
by researchers in regard to TARS.

Keywords—implicit trust; trust aware recommender system;
trust metrics.

I. INTRODUCTION

During the last two decades, rapid evolution of information
technology has brought tremendous change in all sectors of
modern society. Information sharing in the Web is getting
enormous. Web 2.0 applications allow millions of users to
publish and edit content as well as to share data in an
uncontrolled way. A single e-commerce web site can offer up
to millions of items in different categories and for different
types of users. This exponential growth of information has led
to the information overload problem, i.e. the inability to cope
with and manage all the available information in an efficient
way [1].

Recommender systems (RS) provide a solution to infor-
mation overload problem by customizing recommendations as
per user ’s preference. RS are intelligent applications that
are able to identify and suggest the products, information
or services that best fit the user’s needs. RS not only save
user’s time but are also important from business point of view.
RS play important role in influencing the profit percent of
online retailers. RS also play an important role in critical
decision making of a person. Stachowiak et.al. [29] designed
an election recommendation system based on IF-set theory,
which is supposed to help voters in deciding right candidate
to vote for, as per their preferences.

In this paper, our focus is on Implicit Trust Aware Rec-
ommendation Systems(ITARS). This paper presents a survey
on various implicit trust generation techniques, proposed by
researchers in regard to trust aware recommender systems. The
organization of paper is as follows: Section-II demonstrates
traditional recommendation approaches along with their lim-
itations. Section-III presents a review of trust definition and
properties. Architecture of trust aware recommender system

is also presented along with the limitations of explicit trust.
Section-IV presents eight most popular implicit trust genera-
tion metrics, to extract trust from user-item ratings. We have
classified implicit trust metrics in terms of trust properties in
context of TARS. Section-V represents discussion on paper. In
section-VI final conclusions are provided.

II. RECOMMENDATION APPROACHES

Recommender System is an active and fast growing field
of research. The two major methods for generating recommen-
dations are the content-based and collaborative filtering.

Content Based (CB) Filtering technique analyze item ’s
attributes to identify items, which are of a particular interest,
to the target user [7]. CB systems do not show serendipity
[8]. The main limitation of CB recommender system is that
they require description of content of items and hence are not
highly scalable.

Collaborative Filtering (CF) simulates a simple and ef-
fective social strategy called word-of-mouth [3], [4]. The main
concept behind CF is that users with similar ratings in past
are more likely to have similar ratings in future [5]. CF is
classified into the memory based and model based techniques
[6]. Memory based CF falls in the class of Machine Learning
techniques called lazy learners (or k-nearest neighborhood).
Pure memory based methods require no computation at model
building time, as they provide rating prediction based on the
ratings of similar users, which are computed at run time.
Conversely, model based techniques use training data set to
build a predictive model, which is later used to generate
recommendations.

CF is the most successful and widely applied recommen-
dation generation technique. CF requires no prior knowledge
of the application domain and is highly scalable. Tapestry [2]
is a popular CF based recommender system.

Despite the continuous research and a variety of ap-
proaches, recommender systems still face limitations. These
limitations are summarized in following subsection.

A. Limitations of Typical Recommender Systems

Recommender systems, in particular, collaborative filtering
based recommender systems, face three major challenges: cold
start, data sparsity, and attack [4], [9], [19]:

1) The cold start problem: This refers to the inability in
generating good quality recommendations for a new user or a
user with low activity.
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2) Sparsity: It refers to the sparsity of user-item rating
matrix, because of unwillingness of users towards providing
ratings. Sparsity results in difficulty of finding similar users
which will further need to participate in generation of recom-
mendations for active user.

3) Malicious Attacks: CF recommender systems are prone
to malicious attacks. Copy profile is an example of such attack.

4) Lack of transparency: Users are unaware of the rec-
ommendation generation process and they have no control
over it. This decreases trust of users, on the recommendations
generated by the system.

A solution to overcome these limitations of traditional
recommender systems, is to incorporate trust relationships
in recommender systems, resulting trust-based or trust-aware
recommender systems [9].

III. ABOUT TRUST

Trust plays an important role across many disciplines, and
forms an important feature of our everyday lives. In addition,
trust is a property associated with people in the real world as
well as users in social media [10], [13]. In recommender
systems, it is defined based on the other users’ ability to
provide valuable recommendations [11].

Marsh [12] introduced trust as a computational concept.
Marsh also introduced the distrust as the negative trust.

The trust value can be either binary or real numbers (i.e.,
in the range of [0; 1]). Binary trust is the simplest way of
expressing trust. Either two users trust each other or not. A
more complicated method is continuous trust model, which
assigns real values to the trust relations. In both binary trust
and continuous models, 0 and 1 mean no trust and full trust,
respectively. Some researchers also incorporated distrust (neg-
ative trust) to improve recommender system ’s performance.
Distrust lies in the range [-1; 0).

A. Computational Properties of Trust

In this section, we introduce core properties of trust with
respect to TARS. These properties are extracted from trust
definitions and provide the basis for the creation of algorithms,
that utilize trust information in recommendation generation.

Properties of trust are as follows:

1) Asymmetry: Trust is a subjective and personal relation
between users; therefore, it creates a directed relation in social
networks. In other words, if tu,v represents the value of trust
u have on v, it might not be equal to the value of trust v have
on u. Hence, trust is directed and asymmetric.

2) Transitivity: Transitivity is a key property of trust. It
allows trust to be propagated in the trust network. Based on
the transitivity effect, if u trusts v and v trusts w, it can be
inferred that u might also trust w to some extent.

3) Dynamicity: Trust is a dynamic quantity. It changes
continuously with time. Positive facts increase trust while
negative facts decrease trust.

4) Propagation: Propagation is a property of trust that
benefits the process of predicting the trust score through known
trust paths. Direct trust relations in a user ’s trust network
build a path through which new indirect connections can be
established with other users. In past researchers have incorpo-
rated various methodologies for trust propagation. Genetic and
optimization algorithm have been manifested for addressing
the trust propagation. Bedi et.al. [27] incorporated ant colony
optimization for trust propagation. Stachowiak [30] innovated
fuzzy measure for trust propagation in social network.

5) Network Perspective: Global vs Local trust: Trust can
be inferred through global or local trust measures. Local trust
is the subjective measure of a user for the trustworthiness
of another user. In other words it is the degree of a trust
relationship between two users. Global trust, on the other
hand, is the consensus of the whole community about the
trustworthiness of a user. Global trust is the reputation that
a user has in the network. In trust aware recommender system
literature local trust metric is generally preferred although there
are systems that adopt both local and global trust.

6) Trust establishment: Explicit vs Implicit trust: Trust es-
tablishment can be based on explicit or implicit trust networks.
Explicit networks are built with explicit trust statements, which
are directly provided by a user for another user. Whereas
implicit trust scores are inferred from user ’s behavior. Implicit
trust relationships are computed through user similarity and
other trust metrics. Explicit and implicit trust can be either
bivalent or expressed in a gradual scale. Several studies [15],
[20], [16] use explicit trust however, several other [19], [22],
[18], [24], [21], [23] infer trust relationships to build the
implicit trust.

7) Context dependency: Trust is context dependent. This
means that trusting someone on one topic does not guarantee
trusting him in other topics as well. For example, one who
is trustworthy in technology might not be trustworthy in
astronomy.

B. Trust Aware Recommender System

It is common in real life to take advices on topics
we are not expert in from trustworthy friends. Trust-Aware
recommender system (TARS) is basically an evolution of
traditional collaborative filtering based recommender systems.
TARS consider trust relationship among users in order to
generate recommendations [20]. Since trust can be propagated
in network, hence TARS can easily overcome data sparsity and
cold start problems from which traditional CF suffer [16], [9].
Trust can be either explicit or implicit.

1) Explicit trust: Explicit trust is the trust value explicitly
provided by the users. For example, users in FilmTrust [15]
rate other users by providing trust scores. Many explicit trust-
based recommender systems have been proposed in literature
[16], [15], [20]. Figure 1 shows architecture of Explicit Trust
Aware Recommender System.

2) Implicit trust: It refers to the trust information implicitly
inferred from user behavior in the system e.g. user-item ratings.
Many implicit trust-based recommender systems have been
proposed in literature [19], [22], [18], [24], [21], [23]. Figure
2 shows architecture of Implicit Trust Aware Recommender
System.
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Fig. 1. Explicit Trust Aware Recommender System Architecture.

Fig. 2. Implicit Trust Aware Recommender System Architecture.

C. Limitations of Explicit Trust

There exist several limitations of explicit trust [11], [16],
[26], [18]. This section highlights the major limitations of
explicit trust:

1) Extra User Effort: Explicit trust puts extra burden on
user for providing trust information apart from rating informa-
tion [26].

2) Unavailability: Some popular datasets available for re-
search purpose lack explicit trust information. E.g. Datasets
like Jester do not contain trust information.

3) Binary Nature of Trust in Datasets: Most of the publicly
available explicit trust datasets contain trust score in binary
form. For example FilmTrust and Epinions contain binary
values of trust. This indifferent nature of trust, inhibits the
recommender system from achieving better performance.

4) Noisy: Sometimes explicit trust could be noisy. Users
may trust each other due to various offline relations. But
this does not confirm that they have same taste and their
preferences are also same i.e. trust in a person is different
than trust in a person’s recommendation.

5) Sparsity of Explicit Trust Information: The amount of
explicit trust information is relatively less than the number
of ratings. Though trust propagation can resolve this issue to
some extent, it is risky to raise new noise [16].

Due to the limitations of explicit trust as discussed above,
lots of research has been carried out in the area of generating
trust implicitly from user behavior [19], [22], [18], [24], [21],
[23]. In our recent work [28], we have provided an empirical
analysis of various implicit trust metrics on two different real
world datasets.

Following section discuss popular implicit trust generation
techniques, proposed by researchers.

IV. IMPLICIT TRUST METRICS

Implicit trust metrics are based on the instinct that the users
with similar ratings tend to be trustworthy [14]. Various trust

metrics are proposed in literature to calculate implicit trust
from user - item ratings. In this survey, we have elaborated
eight different metrics for trust generation.

A. Literature of Eight Popular Implicit Trust Metrics

Before discussing the literature of implicit trust metrics,
some of the most common notations are presented as follows:

U: set of all users in the system.

I: set of all items in the system.

R: set of all ratings in the system.

Symbols u, v represents users and u, v ε U.

Symbols i, j represents items and i, j ε I.

ru,i : u’s rating score for item i.

Iu : set of items rated by user u.

Iu,v : set of items commonly rated by users u and v.

|Iu,v| : number of items commonly rated by users u and v.

tu,v : trust value of user u on user v.

su,v : similarity value of user u with user v.

θs : threshold for user similarity.

θI : threshold for co-rated items.

r̄u : mean rating of user u.

Eight popular implicit trust metrics (represented as M1-
M8), proposed in literature are elaborated as follows.

1) M1: Lathia et al. [19] stress on importance of rating
items, although opinions may be different. This metric has
power of computing trust value between users who have rated
even a single item in common. Hence, M1 has an extra
advantage over similarity based matrices which generally fails
to calculate trust when number of commonly rated items is
less than a given threshold. Trust is defined as follows:

tu,v =
1

|Iu,v|
∑
iεIu,v

(1− |ru,i − rv,i|
rmax

) (1)

Here, rmax is the maximum allowed rating by a recommender
system and other terms have their usual meaning as stated
in beginning of this section. This metric to infer trust is
symmetric, i.e. tu,v = tv,u. It is neither dynamic nor context
sensitive [11]. Trust propagation is not considered in this
metric. Experimental Results [19] have shown that using M1
trust metric prediction rating coverage has improved signifi-
cantly. The reason behind this is that metric is able to compute
trust even when user - item rating matrix is sparse. M1 has
resolved data sparsity problem effectively, however cold start
and vulnerability to attacks still need to be handled efficiently.
Also M1 has neglected the concept of distrust completely, since
negative trust cannot be generated via this metric.
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2) M2: Papagelis et al. [22] derive trust via user simi-
larity computed as Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC). M2
basically treats similarity values generated by PCC as trust
and propagates these trust values over the network to generate
inferred trust values, in order to eliminate data sparsity.

tu,v =

∑
i

(ru,i − r̄u)(rv,i − r̄v)√∑
i

(ru,i − r̄u)2
√∑

i

(rv,i − r̄v)2
(2)

Papagelis et al. [22] considers propagation of implicit trust
generated. Trust values can be propagated only if they are
positive in nature. Negative trust (distrust) is not propagated
in network.

If direct trust values exist between users s and n i.e. ts,n
and also direct trust exist between users n and t i.e. tn,t. But
there is no direct trust value between user s and t, and then
trust can be propagated, to generate trust value between user
s and t using following equation:

ts,t =
|Is,n|

|Is,n|+ |In,t| ts,n +
|In,t|

|Is,n|+ |In,t| tn,t (3)

Papagelis et al. [22] introduced terms confidence and
uncertainty, which are asymmetric in nature and used them
for path composition and path selection, in case of multiple
path existence.

3) M3: Yuan et al. [26] generates binary trust by setting
a threshold value for similarity.

tu,v =

{
1, if su,v > θs, |Iu,v| > θI
0, otherwise

(4)

Similarity values are calculated using PCC in equation 2.
In addition, Sotos et al. [25] results that PCC is transitive,
only when it crosses a threashold, i.e. su,v >0.707. Therefore
θs is set as 0.707. Further, Guo et al. [17] revealed that there
must be some threshold on commonly rated items to ensure
the reliability of trust. The implicit trust generated is binary in
nature. Yuan et al. [26] verified that trust network generated
above fulfill the property of small worldness and this property
is independent of the dynamics of implicit trust networks. Trust
can be propagated in binary network using equation 5:

ts,t =
�log n/ log k� − du,v + 1

�log n/ log k� (5)

Here, n is the size and k is the average degree of the implicit
trust network. And du,v is the trust propagation distance from
u to v.

4) M4: Hwang and Chen [18] used Resnick’s prediction
formula for generating predicted rating.

pu,i = r̄u + (rv,i − r̄v) (6)

The trust value is derived as follows:

tu,v =
1

|Iu,v|
∑
iεIu,v

(1− |pu,i − ru,i|
rmax

) (7)

Guibing et al. [11] report that trust computed is symmetric
in nature, also dynamicity and context dependency are not
taken into account. Hwang and Chen [18] also considered trust
propagation in his study. Trust propagation is done to resolve
the sparsity problem and to increase the rating coverage. Trust
propagation is done using equation 3. In case multiple paths,
average of all inferred trust scores is taken. Hwang and Chen
[18] also have proposed a strategy for global trust computation,
by averaging the local trust scores of users, who are directly
connected to user for whom we need to calculate global trust
score or reputation.

5) M5: Shambour and Lu [24] also used Resnick ’s
prediction formula for trust computation. Computed trust is
based on mean squared distance (MSD):

tu,v =
|Iu,v|

|Iu ∪ Iv| (1−
1

|Iu,v|
∑
iεIu,v

(
|pu,i − ru,i|

rmax
)2) (8)

The users whose trust score crosses threshold λ , i.e.,
tu,v>λ are trusted neighbors and take part in trust propagation.
Guibing et al. [11] report that trust computed is symmetric in
nature, moreover dynamicity and context dependency are not
taken into account while computing trust.

Shambour and Lu [24] proposed direct trust propagation
to generate inferred trust. For rating prediction Shambour
combined both similarity and trust. Shambour and Lu [24]
also incorporated item based collaborative filtering (CF) along
with, semantic information of items. A fusion of trust based CF
and semantic item based CF is done for final rating prediction.
Although, this approach solved the cold start and sparsity
significantly, but computational cost is huge.

6) M6: Donovan and Smyth [21] defined two levels of
trust i.e. profile level trust and item level trust. Rating is
considered as correct if the prediction error is smaller than
a given threshold ε

correct(ru,i, rv,i) ↔ |pu,i − ru,i| ≤ ε (9)

Where, pu,i is given by Equation 6.

The profile-level trust is defined as:

tu,v =
|CorrectSet(v)|
|RecSet(v)| (10)

Where CorrectSet(v) is correct ratings set provided by user
v, and RecSet(v) is recommendation set in which user v has
involved. This metric is symmetric [11]. Trust propagation is
not taken into consideration.

7) M7: Pitsilis and Marshall [23] defined uncertainty as:

uv =
1

|Iu,v|
∑
iεIu,v

(
|pu,i − ru,i|

rmax
) (11)
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Where uv is the uncertainty of user u towards user v, and pu,i
is derived from Equation 6. Pitsilis et. al. defined belief and
disbelief as:

bv =
1

2
(1− uv)(1 + su,v) (12)

dv =
1

2
(1− uv)(1− su,v) (13)

Where similarity is computed using PCC in Equation 2.
The belief bv is considered as the trust score of user u on
user v, i.e., tu,v = bv . M7 generates trust and distrust both via
ratings. Distrust can be used in future for trust propagation.

8) M8: Bedi and Sharma [27] generate implicit trust scores
from user-item rating matrix by combining similarity measure
with confidence measure. Similarity is calculated using well
known PCC.

simu,v =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
Pu,v =

∑
i
(ru,i−r̄u)(rv,i−r̄v)√∑

i
(ru,i−r̄u)2

√∑
i
(rv,i−r̄v)2

if Pu,v > 0

0, otherwise
(14)

Confidence u should have in v is given as:

confu,v =
|Iu,v|
|Iu| (15)

Trust is calculated by performing Harmonic Mean of
similarity and confidence.

tu,v =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

2∗simu,v∗confu,v

simu,v∗confu,v
, if simu,v �= 0, confu,v �= 0;

k ∗ confu,v, if simu,v = 0, confu,v �= 0;

0, if simu,v = 0, confu,v = 0;
(16)

Here k is small constant. Since confu,v may not be similar
to confv,u hence, the trust values generated are asymmetric.
Ant colony algorithm is used for trust propagation and for
promoting dynamic nature of trust. Although the metric is
asymmetric and dynamic, but not context dependent.

B. Classification of Implicit Trust Metrics on The Basis of
Trust Properties

Table 1 represents comparative analysis of eight implicit
trust metrics, as discussed above, in terms of seven different
trust properties with regard to TARS.

V. DISCUSSION

In Table 1 eight different trust metrics are compared from
the perspective of various trust properties with reference to
TARS.

All the trust metrics (M1 to M8), fulfill transitivity property
of trust. It is worth noting that, for metrics based on similarity
measures, where similarity is computed using PCC (M2, M3,
M7, M8), the PCC value need to be greater than 0.707, for
metric to qualify the transitivity criteria.

TABLE I. CLASSIFICATION OF TRUST METRICS ON THE BASIS OF

TRUST PROPERTIES IN CONTEXT TO TARS

Trust
Metric

Asym-
met-
ric

Transit-
ive

Dynamic Propa-

gation

Network
Per-
spec-
tive

Trust Estab-
lishment

Con-
text
Depen-
dent

M1[19] No Yes No No Local Implicit No

M2[22] No Yes No Yes Local Implicit No

M3[26] No Yes No Yes Local Implicit No

M4[18] No Yes No Yes Local
+Global

Implicit No

M5[24] No Yes No Yes Local Implicit No

M6[21] No Yes No No Local Implicit No

M7[23] No Yes No No Local Implicit No

M8[27] Yes Yes Yes Yes Local Implicit No

Table 1 demonstrates that only metric M8 proposed by Bedi
and Sharma, is asymmetric in nature. Rest of the trust metrics
(M1-M7) are symmetric. M8 incorporates confidence measure
along with similarity, which results it into an asymmetric
metric.

Furthermore, metric M8 generates dynamic trust by up-
dating trust values with time via ant colony optimization
algorithm. Other trust metrics (M1-M7) does not support
dynamic nature of trust. For generating dynamic trust it is
suggested to incorporate evolutionary and genetic algorithms
in the existing trust metrics.

None of the trust metrics has considered the context-
dependency of trust into consideration. For context depen-
dency, it is advisable to incorporate the contextual and behav-
ioral information of users and items, in trust metrics, along
with the normal item rating information.

Further, propagation of trust resolves the sparsity problem
of traditional collaborative filtering. Hence, propagation is
incorporated in majority of trust based RS [22], [26], [18],
[24], [27].

Results in [18] have shown that global trust metric gener-
ates better rating coverage at the cost of prediction accuracy.
However, global trust metric can be an effective solution for
cold start users [27].

VI. CONCLUSION

This study presents a review of popular approaches in trust
aware recommender systems, for implicit trust generation. The
study also reviewed the definitions of trust along with compu-
tational properties of trust. Afterwards the explicit and implicit
TARS architectures are examined, along with the limitations of
explicit trust. Finally, eight different implicit trust metrics are
reviewed and compared based on seven fundamental properties
of trust in TRAS. From table-1 it is observed, that context-
dependency have not received enough attention through the
examined models and therefore new approaches are required,
for incorporating the contextual property of trust in the trust
metrics.
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